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D. The Acceptance of the Shull}an Arukh 

As stated, most Sephardic halakhic authorities accepted the rulings and de
cisions of Bet Yosef during the lifetime of its author. This is affirmed by Elijah 
b. I;Iayyim (Ranal).), one of the leading rabbis in Turkey in the second half 
of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth centuries. 19 Within a 
few years, Bet Yosef, together with the Shul}Jan Arukh, became the authori
tative and binding code of the Halakhah throughout the eastern diaspora 
except for Yemen, where the Jewish community generally followed the law 
as set forth by Maimonides. 20 

f:lida proposed an interesting answer to the question of how there could be inconsistencies 
between Bet Yosef and the Shu/f}an Arukh. He suggested that Caro in his Bedek ha-Bayit 
revised various rulings contained in Bet Yosef and that the Shulf}an Arukh reflects his later 
opinions. However, the manuscripts of parts of Bedek ha-Bayit were lost; and, as a result, 
some statements in the Shulf}an Arukh contradict not only Bet Yosefbut also Bedek ha-Bayit 
as extant. See Maf}azik Berakhah, YD, #47, par. 4, s.v. Va-al;l.ashevah: 

It is possible that when our master wrote the Shulf}an Arukh, he changed his mind ... 
and retracted what he wrote in Bet Yosef ... I believe it most likely that in Bedek ha-
Bayit he explained everything, but that ... several manuscripts were lost, as can be 
understood from his Introduction. 

See also Birkei Yosef, OI.t #188, end of par. 12, s.v. Ve-efshar lomar: 
There is reason to believe that he explained his statements in Bedek ha-Bayit and that 
this is one of the sections of Bedek ha-Bayit that were stolen or lost. As is known, he 
composed the Shulf}an Arukh after Bedek ha-Bayit. 

See also Shem ha-Gedolim, Books, Letter bet, #31: 
From his son's Introduction, it is clear that several manuscripts [of Bedek ha-Bayit] 
were lost. Had we merited its publication in toto, it is possible that many criticisms 
made against our master would have been answered. 

Here, I;Iida stated that it was Caro's son who confirmed that manuscripts of Bedek ha-Bayit 
were lost. 

19. ~ee Resp. Ranah #I 09 (two responsa are numbered 109; our quotation is from the 
second): "The rabbi [Joseph Caro] has already been accepted as the rabbi [i.e., halakhic 
authority] for our locality to follow his rulings" (p. 466b). And see id. #10 regarding a 
scholar who misunderstood a rule stated in the Shulf}an Arukh; see the question there and 
p. 69a, concerning "whether this person is to be regarded as only an unwitting transgressor 
because he relied on the apparent meaning of the Shulf}an Arukh, from which Torah goes 
forth." 

20. See Resp. Maharif (by Jacob Faraji) #61; Ta'alumot Lev (by Elijah I:Jazzan), III, 
General Rules, p. 107b/c; Mishpat u-'{.edakah be-Ya'akov, II, #5; Yad Malakhi, supra n. 10; I. 
Grunwald, Ha-Rav R. YosefCaro u-Zemano [Rabbi Joseph Caro and His Times], pp. 174-177; 
I.M. Toledano, "Matai u-ve-eillu Mekomot Nitkabbel ha-Shull;l.an Arukh le-Halakhah Pe
sukah" [When and Where the Shulf}an Arukh Was Accepted as the Authoritative Law], 
Kovez R. YosefCaro, supra n. 13 at 184-188; I. Fauer ha-Levi, "Yal;l.as I:Jakhmei ha-Sefardim 
le-Samkhut Maran ke-Posek" [The Attitude of the Sephardic Rabbis to Our Master's (Caro's) 
Authority as an Authoritative Decisionmaker], Kove~ R. YosefCaro, supra n. 13 at 189-197. 

The Jews of Yemen generally adhered to the rulings of Maimonides until the eigh
teenth century, when a shift began. The Jews of South Yemen (the Shar'ab region)' now 
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Although J:Iayyim b. Be~alel offered many arguments against summa
rizing the Halakhah in a code, they can be reduced to two central points. 
The first is that codification negatively affects the intensive study of ~e 
Halakhah. Codes "lead to slackness in studying the ancient books";29 "what 
Jlas happened to the knowledge of Torah is that whenever its study was 
made easier, laziness increased ... so that nowadays there are more igno
ramuses than there were in former times."30 The argument, so distressingly 
valid, is that making the material more convenient to use does not lead to 
more diligent and intensive study (as it should, because of the time it saves), 
but rather has the opposite effect-it leads to slothfulness and to neglect of 
study. Yet that is not the only or even the most severe adverse effect of 
codification on halakhic study. The main harm is that one who studies only 
codes believes that he understands the subject fully when in fact he does 
not. J:Iayyim b. Be~alel aptly made this point in the following analogy: 

Anyone who seeks instruction only from the books of the later authors can 
be compared to a pauper who received much charity from many wealthy 
individuals. From one he received wheat; from another, wine; from yet an
other, fruit; from a fourth, clothing; and from a fifth, money. In all, he re
ceived what he needed. Another pauper came along and saw all these things 
the first pauper had received from the wealthy donors and thought the first 
pauper to be more wealthy than the benefactors, and so asked him for sup
port. That fool [the second pauper] did not realize that it [the first pauper's 
"wealth"] was all the bread of poverty, because he [the first pauper] possessed 
only what the rich donors had given him. The same is generally true of con
temporary knowledge. It is just a collection taken from earlier books-a little 
from here and a little from there31-and put together.32 

29. Vikku'a}J. Mayim lfayyim, Introduction, p. 2b, beginning ofsec. 4. 
30. Id. at 3b, end of sec. 5. 
31. The analogy can also be applied to I;Iayyim b. Be~alel's second objection: that a 

judge should have all the divergent opinions available to him. Since he does not see the full 
original statements of th,e earlier authorities, but only "a little from here and a little from 
there," he is unable to study them properly in order to arrive at his own conclusion. The 
analogy appears after sec. 6, where I;Iayyim b. Be~alel discusses the need to present the judge 
with a wide range of opinions (quoted infra n. 36). 

32. Introduction, pp. 4b-5a, beginning of sec. 7. See also id., the first half of sec. 6, for 
I;Iayyim b. Bezalel's apt comparison of authors to minters of coins. Subsequently (id., p. 
4alb; middle of sec. 6), he wrote that a book summarizing the law is legitimate and appro
priate for one purpose only-the personal use of the author; and in this connection he 
compared such authors to coin collectors: 

There is another feasible alternative available. One may collect and compile every new 
thing that he finds in the works of earlier authorities and arrange them in proper order 
so as to avoid forgetfulness (which, because of the distractions of the times, is currently 
very prevalent). There can be no objection to this because such a person is like' a 
collector of old coins who arranges them by putting each coin n~xt to one like it, and 
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tional teachings. Maharal's rejection of books of pesakim in which the law 
is definitively set forth without sources and reasons was a corollary of his 
general views on the study and determination of the Halakhah. He strongly 
opposed the method of study that was widespread in his time among re
spected authorities: 

Any wise person who considers our custom [i.e., the contemporary method 
of Torah study] cannot but be amazed .... For the early generations, the tan
naim, amoraim, and geonim, and all the later authorities organized their stud
ies in an orderly manner. First they studied Bible, then Mishnah, and then 
Talmud. Nowadays, however, they begin with Talmud. A child of six or seven 
already studies Talmud. Later, he turns to Mishnah [i.e., the code book]
not to study it but only to seek out definitive laws .... Nowadays, there re
main no Talmud, no laws, and no decisions except by way of [such] seek
ing .... The reason for this very unhappy situation ... is that they start [their 
studies] with vain and incorrect hairsplitting discussions in Halakhah and ar
rive at wrong conclusions [which they justify by] saying that it [i.e., this 
method] is meant to sharpen [the stu,dents'] minds.38 

According to Maharal, the method of study known as pilpul, devel
oped by Jacob Pollack and his disciples, had become, for a significant num
ber of Talmud students, not a tool to discover the true meaning of Talmudic 
passages but an end in itself. Correct study-in the sequence of Bible, Mish
nah, and Talmud-was put aside; and all the spiritual energy of the stu
dents was directed to devising novel and ingenious intellectual exercises for 
their own sake, even when it was clear that they did not arrive at the correct 
result. This method of study had become possible because finding the ha
lakhic conclusion no longer required any effort: 

When we are required to render a decision or make a ruling ... , a short way 
has now come into existence, to the extent that a set table [shuliJan arukh] is 
now available to everyone, concerning which they say, "This'{ i,s the table be
fore the Lord"; both the great and the small are invited to the table. There is 
no distinction between the wealthy [i.e., the learned] and the poor {i.e., the 

38. Derekh lfayyim, Avot 6:6, the last passage (at the end of the commentary on the 
mishnah regarding the forty-eight methods by which knowledge of Torah is acquired). For 
a detailed discussion of Maharal's pedagogical theories and the method of study current in 
his time, see S. Assaf, Mekorot le-Toledot ha-lfinnukh be-Yisra'el [Sources for the History of 
Jewish Education], I, Introduction, pp. XVIIIff., 45ff.; A.P. Kleinberger, Ha-Ma}Jashavah ha
Pedagogit She/ ha-Maharal mi-Prag [The Educational Philosophy of Maharal ofprague], 1962, 
pp. 22-29, 130-134; J. Katz, Tradition and Crisis, 1961, pp. 194-195; H.H. Ben-Sasson, 
Hagut ve-Hanhagah [Concept and Conduct] (on the social concepts of Polish Jewry at the 
end of the Middle Ages), 1959, pp. 18ff. 
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a unique, one-off affair. The posek must thrash out each decision individually, 
deliberating with the sources and with himself. For a better understanding of 

· R. Hayyim's criticism, let us read what he writes a little further on: 

And without doubt he [Rema] was no~ unaware, moreover, that when we were studying 
together in the yeshiva of the wondrous Gaon, our teacher R. Shakhna, ofblessed mem
ory, and we heard the She'an'm of Dura from him, we his students entreated him many 
times that he see fit to compoSe and collect all the laws ofisur veheter [laws of forbidden 
foods and related topics] in the proper order, but he turned down our request, doubtless 
for the reason I have written.9 · · · · 

R. Hayyim, unlike his teacher, had written himself a manual of isur veheter. 

Some sixteen years ago I, too, undertook to collect all the laws of isur veheter from the 
books of the pose kim, one here and one there, and I arranged them in the proper order and 
they became as one in my hand, with the utmost brevity. Now, I had it.all put away, sealed 
up in my storehouses, but the young men who were then in my home stole it from me and 
copied it secretly. When this became known to me I took that copy away from them in a 
great fury, because I had cc;>mposed it for my own needs only, to serve me as an aid and a 
guard against forgetfulness-not for any other person to rely upon it. 10 · 

The handwritten or printed book was not an authoritative text, although there 
was a danger that it might be considered in that light. Meant merely as an aid to its 
author, without whom the book was meaningless, its authority derived from him 
and he was also the sole legitimate reader. That was why the mentor of the two · 
disputants, Shalom Shakhna, rejected his ·disciples' requests to write them a 
manual; thus the book written by R. Hayyim was meant for him alone and was off 
limits for his students. Any significance that a text has exists only by virtue ~f 
living, direct. contact with its writer. Thus the text is a reflection of another, oral 
text; that oral text is the authoritative one, its source of authority being the fact 
that it is transmitted from teacher to pupil. Halakhah may be transmitted only 
through the direct teacher-student dialogue, a context in vvhich the status of the 
written text is secondary. Once that direct contact has been lost,_ the text forfeits 
its authority' even when actually written. Thus the Ashkenazi halakhic traditioll: is 
understood-at least, in the mid-sixteenth century-aS inherently oral. 

R. Hayyim's critique may be seen as a defenceofthe elitism of the rabbinical 
leadersh!p in Ashkenazi society, which viewed the printed book as a threat to the 
exclusivity of halakhic knowledge.· The issuing of a halakhic ruling was defined as 
a personal, autonomous action of the posek, who would never base his decision on 
authoritative texts other than the Talmud itself. Direct transmission of knowl
edge from rabbi to disciple ensured that such knowledge would be kept within the . 
domain of the rabbinical elite and its. potential successors. The written· text was 
jealously confined to secondary status as one of the posek's personal tools, thus 
ostensibly guarding against its becoming a threat to the social stratification of the 

9 VikllfJ~ may;·m hayim, 1~2a; 10 Ibid. 411-sb. 
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elite or breaching the closed circle of knowledge, even if it ultimately reached 
unworthy hands. 

The literary corpus to which Hayyim ben Bezalel was referring was supposed 
to be available only to the circles that created it; for any person outside those cir
cles, it was, quite literally, a closed book. 

RABBI SHALOM SHAKHNA OF LUBLIN AND THE 

ASHKENAZI TRADITION .OF WRITING 

Shalom Shakhna, the mentor of the two disputants we have been considering and 
the greatest head of yeshiva in mid-sixteenth-century Poland, was a disciple of 
R. Jacob Pollack, the first head of yeshiva known by name in Poland-a semi
mythical figure remembered in the historical memory of Polish Jewry as a 

· 'founder', around whom various foundation legends were wovenY The figure of 
his disciple R. Shalom Shakhna is not far different, and he too figures in many 
stories. 12 But neither he nor Jacob Pollack were credited with writing any book. 
Only a few fragments, nc;:ver collected as a book, were ever ascribed to them. 13 

R. Shalom Shakhna's clearly deliberate decision not to write books was explained 
by his son R. Israel of Lublin, in the following passage: 

I was also taught the practical aspects ofhalakhah by my master and teacher and father, the 
ga'on, rabbi, and luminary of the Diaspora, R. Shalom, known as Shakhno, of blessed 
memory, may I be an expiation for his decease, who taught many pupils, from one end of 
the earth to the other; we are sustained from his mouth and drink his waters. And by my 
ver~ life and soul, many times I requested. him, together with many other students, to 
~ke a psak [=singular ofesakim, meaning: 'book_<;Jfhalafhic rulin_g_s']. And his answer, 
offered out of much gie~ and humili!Y=-for he was ~bier than any man on the face of 
the earth-was: 'I know that [if I write such a book, future authori~esJwj.!l rule ex
clusively as I write,in view of the principle that "The Law is decided according to the last 
authority," b!lt I do not wish people to rely U_EOn me.' He was·referring, for example, !2i. 

11 For Jacob Pollack and the foundation myths associated with him, see my 'Transformations in 
theY eshiyot', 47-50, and ibid. n. 17 for earlier literature. 

12 A considerable amount of material about R. Shalom Shakhna was collected by T. Preshel, 
'R. Shalom Shakhna of Lublin' ~Heb.), Sinai, 100 (1987), 682--700. 

13 16th-century literature preserves various oral traditions attributed to Pollack, transmitted by 
the next two generations. Some of these traditions originate in his glosses on books studied at the 
yeshiva: Sefer mordekhai and Sefer mitsvot gadol, which were still known in the late ISoos in Poland. 
The only text that has reached us as he wrote it is a writ of excommunication· he issued against R. 
Abraham Mintz; seeS. Wiener, Pesak haherem she/ haRav Ya'akov Polak (1897), in I. T. Eisenstadt, 
Da'at kedoshim (Petersburg, 1897-8). A manuscript containing Shalom Shakhna's glosses on Seder 
haget, a rabbinical handbook on the writing of writs of divorce, is in the possession of the Bodleian 
Library, Oxford (Opp. 304, Neubauer no. 803). In addition, two of his responsa were printed in 
Cracow before 1540, not in order to collect his works but for the immediate purpose of imposing 
judgement on litigants in two concrete cases. The source of the other surviving traditions of Shalom 
Shakhna's teachings are his glosses to books studied in the yeshivot. 
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case where there is a controversy among great rabbis, and he would decide between them 
or sometimes disa ee but the 'ud e can base his decision only on what is before him. 
Therefore, each person should decide according to that particular time, as he sees fit. or 
that reason. too, his rabbi. the ga 'on, our teacherR. Jacob Pollack, also comgosed no book, 

. bejther djd those e;e'onjm eyer cgpy in their homes even a respons1,1m that they sent awal; 
moreover, they beljeyed ~the writing gfa book) WO!r,!,ld be arro~mnce on thei£_part;,:: 

The son of the mythological head of yeshiva was thus taking the opporrunity, about 
ten years before Vikua}f mayim ~ayim, to answer .a question which, although it had 
not been explicitly asked, ·was surely at the back of many people's minds: Why did 

' .the two celebrated heads of yeshiva leave no written record of their tea"hings? How 
had it happened that, in contrast to all the contemporary authors, the spirirual her
itage of] acob Pollack and Shalom Shalchna was lost for ever? U nderl yin gR. Israel's 
answer to the unasked question was an argument similar to that ofR. Hayyim in his 
attack on Rema .. It was no accident that neither had left any written text; the omis
sion was intentional, for the writing of a book implies deciding the law, and that was 
what they wished to avoid. The very act ofwritirig freezes the fluidity and relativity 
of the text, making it something absolute and thus undeservedly authoritative. 
Halakhic rulings are temporary and should therefore not be committed to writing. 
In the final analysis, it is a single person who lays down the law, and there is no text 
that might be consulted in his stead. In justification of this position, the son-and 
perhaps also the father before him~offered a far-reaching interpretation of the 
halakhic principle. 'The law is according to the latest scholars': the law is always 
decided on the basis of the lastposek. Hence itis not only useless to commit today's 
conclusion to writing, but even dangerous to this very individualistic, perhaps even 
anarchistic, principle of religious decisions.15 

However, R. Israel's clearly enunciated statement, like that of his pre4ecessor · 
R. Hayyim, is only a weak reflection of the medieval Ashkenazi writing tradition. It is 
primarily a reformulation, reacting to the th'reatening implications of the printed 
book for the statUs of the intellecrual elite, on the one hand; .and for the starus of the 
traditional Ashkenazi canon, on the other-tw? things that essentially reduce to one. 

ASHKENAZI LITERATURE IN TRANSITION FROM 

HANDWRITTEN TO THE PRINTED CULTURE 

Because of the advent of the printing-press, the medieval Ashkenazi scholarly 
tradition, as it had evolved mainly after the Black Death, could not cross over 

14 She'elot uteshuvot haRema (Cracow, 1640), no. :zs, p. 66b; ed. A. Siev Oerusalem, 1971), 156 .. 
15 On the principle 'The law is according to the later scholars', seeM. Elon;Jewish Law, iv 

(Philadelphia, 1994), IJ4s~S, 1354-6, IJ6o-6, 1389-94; I. Ta-Shma, 'The Law is according to 
the Later Scholars: .Histodca! Considerations regarding a Legal Rule' (Heb.), Shenaton hamish
pat haivri 6-7 (1979-So), 405'-23; Y. Yuval, 'Rishonim vCa!].aronim, an tiki et m:o~emi', Zion, 57 
(1992), 369-94. · . 
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unchanged to the modern era. The evolution of this tradition since the mid
fourteenth century had been based on a limited canon created, for the most part, 

·within the confines of Ashkenazi culture itself. Among its sources of authority, 
besides the literary tradition, were local custom, that is, the oral custom of each 
community, which in fact was largely considered to override the literary tradition. 
For our purposes the. crucial point is that the written text was not necessarily seen 
as something perfect, authoritative; it generally reflected interpretations and 
rulings transmitted orally by teachers and heads ofyeshivot, or written by the 
latter for ad hoc reference but not as a final, approved source or legal rule. 
Medieval Ashkenazi culture had definite oral. characteristics, and its traditions 
were therefore fluid and limited in authority, both in time and in scope. Those 
who passed on these traditions never intended to create a comprehensive, binding 
legal corpus, as Maimonides' legal code Mishneh Torah had been intended to be, 
and had become in the east and to a considerable extent in the Sefardi world. 
Before the coming of print,· Ashkenazi culture was not based on a fixed text, and 
certainly had no authoritative canon. 16 · 

The significance of the crisis caused by the coming of the printing-press can be 
better appreciated if I elaborate on the notion of text as it existed in medieval 
Ashkenazi scribal culture. The post-talmudic halakhic text relevant to our pur
pose, that is, the text that functioned, in the sense that it was studied, read, 
quoted, cited as precedent or proof-text in legal rulings, was the text as srudied in 
the yeshiva, not as written by its author. It took shape on the basis of a canonical 
text-generally some halakhic codification from the formative period of Ashkenazi 
literature in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the time of the Tosafists. This. is 
the beginning of the period named for the Rishonim, the 'First or Early authori
ties', a term which of course signals the primal authority of those authors relative 
to the Aharonim, the 'Last or Latter authorities'. The basic canonical text being 
studied at the yeshiva was expanded by the exegesis of the head of yeshiva who 
taught it. The 'final' text was the canonical text plus the comments, or, as they 
were usually called hagahot (glosses), of the head of yeshiva as recorded by his 
disciples in the margins (gilyonot) of the manuscript page. When the text was 
copied later, these comments intruded iritothe body of the main text, where they 
were absorbed as an integ~;al partP 

Thus, for example, one of the main channels of the French Ashkenazi halakhic 
tradition of the twelfth century was a work compiled towards the end of the 

16 On the ancient Ashkenazi writing tradition, see I. M. Ta-Shma, Minkag Ashkenaz hakad
mon (Jerusalem, 1992), IJ-,IOS; on aspects of Ashkenazi literature after the Black Death, see id., 
'Some Characteristics of Rabbinical Literature', :zo-41. For a brief discussion of Ashkenazi 
writing traditions in the 14th century, see my 'Between Ashkenaz and Jerusalem: Ashkenazi 
Scholars in Erez Israel after the Black Death' (Heb.), Shalem, 4 (1984), :zS-40. 

17 For references on the phenomenon of hagahot, see my 'Transformations in the Yeshivot', n. xo. 
To the works listed there, add S. Immanuel, 'The Responsa of Maharam of Rotenburg, Prague 
Edition' (Heb.), Tarbiz, 57 (Ig88); S6I n. 9· 


